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A short answer is that Music Learning Theory (MLT) is the analysis and synthesis of the sequential 
manner in which we learn music.  A longer answer is, MLT is concerned primarily with learning 
processes and emphasizes learning and expansion of students’ minds.  While teaching is a matter of 
every student understanding a teacher, learning is a matter of a teacher understanding the needs of each 
student, which is one of the principles of MLT.  Given appropriate guidance and instruction, all students 
are capable of learning music.  How much and how well individual students learn depends on 1) 
environmental influences, and 2) individual levels of music aptitude (which can be/is tested).   
 
Music Learning Theory outlines a process for learning music by explaining what students need to know 
at a particular level of learning to proceed sequentially in stepwise and bridging movement to more 
advanced levels. As students move through this learning sequential process, they engage in every type 
and stage of audiation.  Audiation is hearing and comprehending in one’s mind music that may not be, 
nor never has been present. MLT provides students with a foundation for understanding what they are 
learning when they are being taught to listen to and perform music. In other words, they understand 
musically what they are listening to and what they are playing, they are not decoding notes and rhythms 
on the page, but understand how they interconnect with each other. 
 
Music Learning Theory started in the 1960s with the research of Edwin E. Gordon.  MLT is based on 
how the brain learns and processes music.  Although Gordon didn’t have access to neuroscience studies 
like we do now, it’s fair to say that neuroscience is finally catching up to Gordon’s research of the 
1960s.  He truly was a man ahead of his time, as most of these great scholars are. 
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MUSIC LEARNING THEORY AT A GLANCE 
 
Defining Music Learning Theory [MLT] 
• In MLT, sequential procedures for learning music are explained in accordance with the types and 

stages of audiation. 
• There is a difference between music learning theory and a theory of teaching.  MLT is a theory of 

how children learn music when learning music.  
• MLT in practical applications is called music learning sequences. 
• Every level of learning becomes a readiness, and is combined with, the next level of learning. 
 
How we learn music 
• Although music is not a language (it has syntax, but does not have grammar), the same process is 

followed when learning music and learning language. 
• We first learn by listening, then we speak/perform what we have heard, then we think/audiate, 

then we read what have spoken/performed, and finally we write what have read/performed.  
• Learning music begins with the ears, not the eye – it is an aural art, not a visual art. 


